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IT WAS a pivotal moment in Buffalo cultural history.

John Cage had just been present at a Baird Hall performance of his aleatoric "Song Books" by the S.E.M. Ensemble.
The next day, Cage -- who lived in a long-term homosexual relationship with choreographer Merce Cunningham -- was
livid at the liberties taken by the late performer Julius Eastman (who eventually died of AIDS).

Eastman used the gigantic latitude given performers in some Cage pieces to do a leeringly suggestive strip of a young
(quite possibly underage) boy, complete with homoerotic "lecture." The piece, the mortified and furious composer said
the next day to a seminar of musicians, instructed musicians to do what they want, in the spirit of Henry David Thoreau.
And Eastman's leering, in-your-face homolatry couldn't possibly have been further from the meditative spirit of
Thoreau.

It is doubtless a matter of perspective. From the outside looking in, something seems to have gone wrong with the
artistic presentation of gay life -- whether it's flung in your face or cryptically encoded or whined in pleading. Oddly, it
seems to have accompanied gay militance.

It is impossible -- impossible -- for anyone immersed in the arts, gay or straight, not to admire, even revere the
homosexual's place in the arts. Never mind about Shakespeare and Leonardo and Michelangelo (about whose
homosexuality we just don't know enough), in modern culture you cannot go to any art form without encountering
towering homosexual figures standing at the gate, whether it's the novel (Proust, Gide, Forster, Woolf, Gertrude Stein
and William S. Burroughs) or film (F.W. Murnau, Sergei Eisenstein) or poetry (Whitman, Auden, Elizabeth Bishop) or
theater (Genet, Tennessee Williams, Joe Orton) or dance/music (Diaghilev -- who commissioned Stravinsky's epochal
"Rite of Spring") or experimental music (John Cage) or just about everything (Cocteau).

A good case could be made that the homosexual's radical sense of alienation was crucial to the development of the
radically dislocated sensibility of modern art. To pretend that it isn't there -- and absolutely central -- is to stare
face-to-beak with a 500-pound canary and say: "Bird? What bird? I don't see any bird here." It is the equivalent of
ignoring the Jewish presence in Hollywood movies or the amazing African-American contribution to world music.

To come from that to, say, Harvey Fierstein's whining about his right to flop around in bunny slippers in "Torch Song
Trilogy" is to take the streetcar named culture from the sublime to the ridiculous. (It isn't all that far from that invidious
fortress of heterosexuality, the TV sitcom.)

It is, in fact, the very size of the homosexual presence in the arts that looms with such implicit dismissal over so much
of what now accompanies writers who come out of the closet.
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Could it possibly matter less that jazz vibraphonist Gary Burton is now openly gay? Of course not, any more than it ever
mattered a whit that Tchaikovsky was homosexual.

Did it matter that composer Henry Cowell once served time for a homosexual "crime"? Yes, because it ended his
relationship with Charles Ives, who was cool to him ever after (and also because the composers' and critics' cabal had
succeeded in covering it up until a '70s Ives biography).

Does it matter in so much modern theater -- or in a movie like "Philadelphia" (whose screenwriter has admitted he's
gay)? Of course it does. When it moves from artist to artist's subject, there's a world of difference. Homophobia is
what "Philadelphia" is about in its powerful but piously liberal way. It's just a corporate statement about liberal
tolerance, to be distinguished entirely from a great movie.

As powerful as it is, it becomes progressively more false as it goes on.

When Gary Cooper testified to the House Committee on Un-American Activities, he self-consciously climbed into his
Gary Cooper persona and said that he resisted the blandishments of Hollywood's communists because they weren't "on
the level." Despite the theatrical Coop-ness of it all, you know what he meant. The Hollywood communists, too, had
built a community out of encoding and evasion.

It is hard not to feel even in a good movie like "Philadelphia" that it is just not "on the level." Capitulations have been
made. Fear of the audience has strangled possibilities. The movie whines when it ought to shout, and pleads for
understanding when it ought to tell us what we need to know to understand it.

It's in a closet of its own devising. Whether it never wanted to come out -- or whether the crassness of the American
movie business shoved it back in -- is an open question.

The very idea of the closet is perhaps the major gay contribution to modern American thought. We are all in some sort
of closet or another, whether we're closet intellectuals in an environment inimical to intellectualism or closet hockey
goalies in an environment hostile to sweat on ice.

Everyone is concealing something -- something.

In the culture of concealment, though, it seems that the right things are not being said by so many gays and the right
people aren't being targeted. And in the meantime, movies like "Philadelphia" piously remind us that people are dying.

That much, anyway, is "on the level."
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